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RESULTS OF NIIMERICAL COMPUTATIONS OF THE SA}'IPL]NG EFFICIENCY

OF A ,ÏHIN WALLED SLIT SAI"TPLER IN CALM AIR

by lI.M. ter Kuile
TNO Research InstiËute for Environmental Hygiene, Delft, The Netherlands

1. TNTRODUCTION

Numerical compqltatiole of particle trajectories have been conducted wiÈh a

special well-suited numerical method which was mentioned on the annual

meeting of the GAF, last year. The samplinå_gillc'ienq is calculated from

the position of ttseparating Èrajectoriestt¡ for the upper edge and the lov¡er

edge of Èhe slit. From them r^¡e find the catching distances X.n and X., for

Ëhe upper half and the lower half of the slir resp, Deposition inside the

sl-it is neglected for the sampling filter is supposed to be locaËed in the

entrance of the slit. The critical catching distasçe (Xr) for an efficiency
of 100 % ín a 2-D f.Lowf.ield, is given by
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2-D potent.ial flow around a slit was given by a conformal transformation

flat potential flow.
calm air conditions we hrant to say that general movernents of the air

been neglected, in the knowledge that they may considerably influence

result,s. The same holds for the influence of turbulent diffusion.

2. THE EQUATTON_OF_4q!T0N

Suppose that a spherical particle is falling through the flow field of a

sampling device, and the force of the friction is given by Stokesr law' Then

the dimensionless equation of motion for a particle ín a potential flow

around a 2-D sLit of width Do is:
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where a : transformed place vecÈor;

.>
î: vertical unit vector representing the sedÍmenÈation velocity.

v
The only parameters in this equaÈÍon are Stokesf ntnnber (Stt<t¡ and p whích

are defined here as
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relaxatÍon time;

sedimenLation veloc ity ¡

s 1Ítr^ridth;

suckÍng velocity;
critical catching disËance.

Then the efficiency is constanL only when both Stkr and B are constanL. So a

críterion on the sampling efficiency of a slÍt has to fulfil both condit,ions.

For the flow around a 2-D poínt sink another form of Stokesr nr¡nber

is used by LEVIN (1957)
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Stk: s :const,.

q

and

d6p
il , when we suppose that. the relaxaËíon time

(T) is proporËíonal to the sedimentation

velociry (V").

From these equations r¡re see thaL the normally used Stokesr number is
proportional to Èhe sixth power of the particle diameter and that for
comparison of the results the independent parameter Stk¡ may be replaced by

the parameter Stk, as we do.

3. RESIJLTS

3.1 srk : 0.02 and 10-1 < g < 103 (Figure 1)

The computed efficiency as a funcÈion of B (ttre quotient of slítwidth and

critical cat,ching distance) at Stk : 0.02.

. The efficiency of the upper half !n is a decreasíng function of p, which

ís supposed to go to zero v¡hen p goes to infiniË.y.

. The efficiencv of the lower half 1, is increasing with p as long as Ëhe

crirical catching distance is smaller than the width of the slit (B < 2).

TË is decreasing for 9 7 2, and it is supposed to become constant for

Ît : 100 % at smaller values of Stk.

. the mean efficiencv ís decreasing for all values of p and ís goíng to

1:507..
fnterpretation of figure 1 (see figure 2)

The varíarion of g may be seen as the variation of the slitwidÈh (2 Ro)

and the sucking speed (Uo) for a constant volt¡rne rate q = 2 Uo Ror with

respect to a constanc critical caltqhrlgglllsiqance (X") and a constant

sedímentation velocíty (V").

The cause of assyrnptotic behavíour of !n and Tl, for small values of p is
clarified by the picture for p = 0.1. The separatíng trajectoríes are both



3.3

of a il2-D poinc sinkrr is of no value. A better Èheoretical approach is to

suppose that, the separating Ërajectory on the lower edge is a given by a

linear superposition of sedimenËa¿ion velocity and sucking velocit'y'

. For I >0.5 iE is seen that the deposition on the upper wall of the slít

is the main source of the decreasing efficiency.

3.2 Ê = 1oo and 10-6 ( Stk ( 1 (Figure 3 ,5 )

. For the upper half of the slit the constant vaLue of the efficiency for
-1Srk ( 2 . 10-J is caused by sedimentation of particles on Èhe upper walL

t

of the sliÈ. The decreasing efficiency for Stk > 2 . 10-' is caused by

the inerLial behaviour.

.Forthe@!9ofthes1itthecomput'atedefficiencycoÍncideswitha
Ëheorerical approxÍmat,ion of the efficiency by LEVIN. IË is clearly seen

that the effect of sedimenËatíon on che upper wal1 of the slit by far
overrules the inertial effect v¡hich was calculated by LEVIN (1957).

9 : 1 and 10-'< Stk < 10 (Figurerr , ()

. For th. g3g-ttelg of the slit the efficiency Ís nearly constant for
-'ì -sStk < 10-", for Tln = B0 % for Stk = 10

. For the lower half of the slít the efficiency approaches to the consÈant

value of 107 % Îor SËk < ß-2.
Here the lorver half of the slit is no l-onger a theoretícal 2-Ð point sink.

The theoreËical separating point lies within the sLít for

-x-Rx
Z: =ã:-=s rvhen$=;3:1.aTTTt*o

Thís also explains why Tl, ) 1 (see also f íg. 6 andT). .
. The mean gljigigg, is nearly constant at 1 : 92 % f.ot Stk : < 2 . 10-'.

Graphs of the traiectories for I : 1 (Figure 6 andT)
-qStk : 3,7 x 7O - f.í9. 6

Stk=1 îíe. 7

The infl-uence of the ínertia is seen from comparison of the trajectoríes

along the upper edge of the slit.

4. CONCLUSIONS

. For Stk ( 2 . 10-3 the efficiency becomes consÈant at a value t¡hich is

depending on the value of Ê.

. At Srk : O.02 the efficiency is a decreasíng function of Êr approaching to

Tl=50%forg>103.

From this is concluded that the efficiency decreases for smaller partícLes



until it, becomes, constant at 50 %. This seems to contradict the general

noEion thae¡ so smaller Èhe particles arer so betEer they fo11o!'r the flow

lines. The conclusion may be explained by the fact thbt in a 2'D flow fieLd

the critical caLching distance is much greater for gualler particLes than ín

a 3-D flow field, so the influence of sedÍmentatÍon will be greater Ln a 2'D

flowfield. As far as rre know this effect has never been found in practicet

but in pract.ice we also do not have 2-D flow fields which are extended far

enough Èo detect the effect. Ite are trying to verify these computations

experimenrally with a sLit of 1 x 100 " 
2. ,h" result,s of these computations

are being reporÈed (Ter Kuile) 1976).
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